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Principal’s Pen
“An educational institution isn’t worth a great deal
if it teaches young people how to make a living
but doesn’t teach them how to make a life.”
Although no one seems to know who first spoke these words,
this quote is often repeated and is certainly both instructive and
inherently valuable, for education is, and should be, far more than
just teaching what students need to learn to enable them to earn
a sizeable income when they leave school.
At St Andrews, our Vision and Values Statements keep us focussed
on our aim to produce ‘graduates … identified by their confidence,
optimism and respect for healthy relationships ….. broadly
competent and capable of making a positive contribution to the
world … well-grounded with a set of values which is founded
in faith, reason and knowledge’. Whilst we might like to see all
students graduate with single figure OP scores, that would not
actually measure the success of a St Andrews education against
our Core Values. Now, please don’t take me out of context –
those academic results are important and we are rightly proud of
our students’ outstanding achievements – but not at the expense
of the development of the “whole” child, in line with Gospel
principles.
As US educator Nel Nodding said, “It is not sufficient, .... to
concentrate on producing people who do well on standardised
tests and who define success as getting a well-paid job.” At St
Andrews, we believe that an education, while having rigorous
academic standards, is also about many more of the colours on the
palette than just the curriculum hues. It is about the diverse range
of opportunities and experiences that make up the kaleidoscope
in the SALC community.
Where is that colour? Perhaps on the netball court, the stage for
the musical productions, interhouse sporting carnivals, debating,
ANZAC Day March, Worship, the Fete, Aged Care visits and so on
and so on.
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These experiences all represent the community life at St Andrews.
It’s more than curriculum. If all we did was curriculum, all we would
be doing is preparing students for jobs and as life is and must be,
much, much more than jobs, then St Andrews is much, much more
than all those great things that happen in the classroom.
A community works, plays, serves, relaxes, laughs and even cries
together...it is the St Andrews way.
All students, as they traverse the joys of Year 9, take on the
Googa Outdoor Education experience. The vast majority even
thrive as a result of the ‘journey’, inherently recognising its
immeasurable worth. Two essential lessons, amongst many, are
learned – self-reliance and interdependence. They become both
stronger individuals and more aware of the importance and value
of shared community. These are things that can’t be learnt in a
classroom but are essential life lessons, which a good education
must include. Some also learn these lessons through participation
in the amazing experiences of being in school musicals, sporting
teams, bands, the Leos Club and dance groups – all require
teamwork and help students to realise that a shared experience
can boost the human spirit in ways that individual success in
isolation can never achieve.
Along the way, the boundary with curriculum becomes blurred
and so I haven’t extolled the virtues of important components of
educating fully rounded students - such as the ethics component
of the Christian Studies course, or the joy of painting, cooking or
manufacturing for those students who experience a sample but
don’t go on with the subject, or the need for all students to be
active and healthy and participate in more than just PE classes and then there’s the students who offer peer tutoring in Maths
and Science – curriculum, or learning to serve?
Without doubt, some of these things happen in the classroom,
because the line between curriculum and co-curricular is really
not all that clear in a school where learning is in and beyond the

classroom, often seamlessly, as we provide a holistic education for
our students.
Carol Tomlinson said that “Excellence in education is when we
do everything that we can to make sure they become everything
that they can.”
At St Andrews we aspire to that excellence in all we do. The reality
is that we do not get it just right 100% of the time, but I have the
pleasure of serving with a staff who are earnest in their desire to
serve and inspire.
Albert Einstein failed the entrance exam to the Swiss Institute of
Technology. Of course he also said that “Logic will get you from
A to B. Imagination will take you everywhere.”
To the St Andrews Alumni, may I encourage you to drop in and
take a tour of the College with me. After all, it forever remains your
school. Your part of the story helps us to understand who we are,
where we’ve come from, and the potential of that which is not yet
apparent. You will be amazed at the physical redevelopment of
your school and moreover, of the achievements of fellow Alumni,
and indeed of current students still to join your illustrious ranks.
Praise be to God for surrounding us with such an abundance of
gifts and talents to be used creatively for the development of
young people. To be a teachers is to be God’s steward of a young
heart and mind – what a profound responsibility and utter joy!
Peace and Grace
David Bliss
Principal

Nathan Glover
College Pastor

Chaplain’s Chat
Many times, I have found myself in awe of the human
body and how it all works. Nothing seems to fascinate
me more than human hands – how they are controlled
by the thoughts of our mind and how each finger can be
manipulated in different ways. The hands that God has
given us are free to be used in so many different ways –
and though we often take them for granted – hands are
indispensable to our daily life.
It pleases God when our hands are used in the service of
others. At St Andrews we attempt to do just that. In this
term alone – by way of example – our Year 11 students
began their individualised service project, our Year 3

students put their hands together to create wreaths for
ANZAC Day and some of our Senior Students travelled
to East Timor to help in various building projects. None
of these service-orientated projects are required by the
curriculum and they are certainly not easy to organise.
However, as a College, we commit to doing them and
encourage student participation in them because this is
the kind of work that pleases God, especially when it
flows from a heart of service and love towards others.
What things have you done with your hands lately? How
will you use them in the coming weeks, months and years
to bring praise and glory to God?

Work willingly at whatever you do, as though you were
working for the Lord rather than for people.
Colossians 3:23 (NLT)
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David Bliss
Principal

Anzac Day
" With medals adorning chests and fingers
clasping our National Flag ... We Will
Remember Them - Lest We Forget".
Anzac Day is an annual event commemorated with due
reverence at St Andrews. That tradition continued in
2018. We gathered in Sub-School Services, we marched,
we orated, we led the Aged Care Service, we studied
history, we honoured the fallen, we gave thanks for those
who returned, we prayed for those currently serving and
we expressed authentic thankfulness and gratitude.
Of course, there was no celebration of war. War is horrific
– it is destructive and brutal. Today, tomorrow and into
the future we will not celebrate or glorify war. Indeed,
the veterans themselves would not do so. As the ranks of
veterans continue to dwindle with the passing of time, it
is however more essential than ever that we as younger
Australians accept that the sacrifice of these ordinary
Australian men and women – the airman, sailors, soldiers
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and nurses – are commemorated with unreserved respect.
Everyday, we take just so much for granted. It is, though,
a lifestyle that has been fought for and died for. These
men and women came from tens of thousands of homes
of ordinary Australians – nearly all of them are unknown
to us, yet they are all, each of them, truly remarkable.
We gathered and as Andrians we marched to reinforce
a strong statement of remembrance and thanksgiving in
our community. With medals adorning chests and fingers
clasping our National Flag ….. We Will Remember Them
– Lest We Forget.

Virginia Warner
Deputy Principal
Head of Secondary

College 25th Anniversary Photo
Celebrating, Nurturing and Empowering!

Celebrating 25 Years for St Andrews Lutheran
College
Our entire community, students, staff and the Early Learning
Centre, close to 1500 people, gathered to recreate our
College logo on the oval as part of our reflection and
thanksgiving celebrations in Term Two.
Designed in 2006, our logo represents our Mission
Statement: Celebrating the Gospel, Nurturing the
Individual and Empowering Lifelong Learners.
The central blue cross Celebrates the Gospel of Christ who
gave his life to give us a life of joyful abundance. Blue
also reminds us of the peace we gain in reconciliation
with Christ and of the beautiful natural environment and
blue waters of Tallebudgera. The green leaves represent
Nurturing the Individual and the special commitment of

care we have for each member of our community. Green
is the colour of growth and symbolises our commitment
to growing our special gifts while encouraging others to
do the same. It also reflects the beautiful bushland that
surrounds our College. The gold and red feathers reflect
the rainbow lorikeets that characterise the southern Gold
Coast and symbolise Empowering Lifelong Learners.
Reminiscent of the sun, they also reflect our vision to
inspire and empower young people to be the best learners
they can be now and in the future.
The beautiful mosaic captured in the photo brings to
life the foundations of our community and symbolises
the important part each individual plays in building our
community.
We look forward to further celebrations later in the year.
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Bronwyn Waters
ELC Director

ELC Interaction with Aged Care

The Pre Prep children this year have been taking the journey
over the hill to the St Andrews Retirement Living and Aged
Care Centre. During these visits, the children have been
exposed to lots of love and warmth from everyone at the St
Andrews facility.
We have experienced the children open up their hearts to the
older generation and show such love, respect and warmth.
They show no bias in their interactions and they are truly
open to interact with everyone. This experience in itself helps
today’s children develop inclusive practices and engage with
all, including people in wheelchairs, people who are blind and
deaf and make a difference in their day.
On Wednesday 30 May we had some of the residents visit
us in the ELC. This was the first time that the Junior Kindy
children had a chance to interact with the elderly visitors. It

"It was a melt your heart moment".
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was a melt your heart moment for all the Educators in the
ELC and Carers of the visitors. Everyone had big smiles on
their faces and the children embraced the opportunity to
connect with the older generation in such a playful way. We
had one of the children move chairs to make a train. Together
the resident Keith and the children went on a train trip “toot
tooting” all the way to town.
This is a partnership that we look forward to growing and
developing. From everyone involved it is such a magical
opportunity and not one that we take for granted bringing
love and joy to these resident’s day, and making a difference
in today’s world.

Year 1 Generation Day Picnic

On 20 June, Year 1 students had huge smiles on their
faces as they excitedly welcomed their grandparents
to our College. Generation Day is an important and
very special part of their authentic inquiry into “Where
We Are In Place and Time”. The students asked their
grandparents questions about how family life, houses,
travel and school experiences have changed over time.
Thank you to the grandparents who shared their photos
and artefacts from many years ago, it was definitely
a moment in time to cherish. Technology provided a

Belinda Holmes
Acting Warner
Deputy Head
Virginia
Deputy
Principal
of Junior
School
Head
of
Secondary
and Pastoral Care
Coordinator

wonderful medium so grandparents who were not able
to attend did not miss out on this significant event. This
was facilitated by Skype and Facetime conversations.
Generation Day continues to be a highlight each year
for our Year 1 families, as it is a wonderful opportunity
to share stories and understandings which enrich the
learning experiences of all involved.

"Where We Are In
Place and Time?"
A great opportunity to share
stories and come together
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Lynn Gibson
Lyn Gibson
Deputy Principal
Yearof2Secondary
Teacher
Head
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Year 2 Hinze Dam Excursion

On Wednesday 16 May, Year 2 students, staff and a
handful of parent helpers ventured to the Hinze Dam for
an excursion. Our quest was to find out how our water gets
to our taps and how we can help keep water clean. We
also learnt all about the water cycle and conducted some
experiments to test for clean water.

some students were disappointed to learn that they were
not electric eels.

Seqwater took us through the processes of source,
store and supply. We wandered along the dam wall and
heard about the history of how it got its name. We also
discovered that there were eels in the dam, although

We would like to thank the staff of Seqwater, our two
bus drivers and our fantastic parent helpers for making it
such a successful day.

After a leisurely lunch in the park area we finished the day
off with a final chat from Michael about the Desalination
Plant and Water Treatment Plants on the Gold Coast.

Year 3 Schusters Park Planting

Our Year 3 students were recently involved in a national
initiative to plant 20 million trees across Australia
by 2020. The students walked to Schusters Park and
had the opportunity to listen to how this project was
endeavouring to boost the koala habitat in our local
area.
Students were able to find out some interesting
information as to how they can take action to support
the koala population as well as how to plant the saplings

Jacqueline
Faulkner
Virginia
Warner
Deputy
Head of
Deputy
Principal
School/PYP
HeadJunior
of Secondary
Coordinator

correctly so they will grow into large trees that will provide
homes and food sources for not only the koalas but for
other native animals too. Students did a magnificent job
of planting 2500 trees on the day! How wonderful it will
be for the Year 3 students to visit this area in the coming
years to observe the section they planted. Maybe one
day they may sight a koala in the very tree they planted!
Well done to the students, staff and parent helpers!

Planting for nature,
and the community!
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Lynn
CaseyGibson
West
Deputy
Principal
Junior School
Head
Secondary
SportsofCoordinator

Our P-3 Mini Commonwealth Games were a huge success in Week
10. Our Year 6 Active School Leaders with the help from Queensland
Cricket, Suns (AFL) and Titans (NRL) ran six stations that our young
students had to rotate through. The P-3 students participated in ball
games, tug of war, sprint relays, cricket, AFL and NRL skills. A huge
thanks to our special guests, the Active School Leaders, P-3 students,
Staff and Parents for being involved in this wonderful day.
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P-3 Mini Commonwealth Games

P-6 Net Set Go			 Year 4-6 Netball Squad

Casey West
Junior School
Sports Coordinator

In Term 2 we were very fortunate to have Queensland Netball
in to run two programs. The Years 4-6 Netball Development
Program and the Net Set Go for P-4 students. We had over 60
students participate in these programs throughout the term.
The students gained many new skills and had a fantastic time.
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Lynn
Gibson
Phil Buddee
Deputy
Principal
Year 5 Teacher

Head of Secondary

Year 5 Camp at Coolum

It may have been an early start but everyone was ready
and eager to go on the morning of our departure.
After a few farewell hugs, photos and waves goodbye,
we were off. Hurtling up the freeway to the beautiful
surroundings of Luther Heights Youth Camp on the
Sunshine Coast.
After arriving safe and sound, we took in some lunch
before the fun began. Groups commenced surfing
lessons, raft building, team challenges and ropes courses
and riding the flying fox. Immediately the level of
courage and cooperation rose and many students were
obviously proud of their accomplishments. With plenty
of energy left to burn after eating three of the biggest
birthday cakes ever made, the kids finished of their
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first day away with some old-fashioned barn dancing.
Over the remaining two days, the stories of support,
encouragement and achievement were spreading
throughout the camp. Individuals and teams rose to each
challenge placed in front of them. A testament to the
open-mindedness and commitment of the cohort. New
friendships formed and respect for each other grew. It was
extremely encouraging to note the level of care and support
offered by students who had only teamed up a day or
so beforehand.
Many thanks to all of the staff, parents and students
who made the camp so enjoyable. It was a team effort
that reflected the camp’s motto of kindness, fun and
cooperation. Great work everyone!

Junior School Chess

Lynn
Gibson
Lisa
McGilveray
Deputy
Principal
Year 4 Teacher

Head of Secondary

An exciting Second Term for the Junior School Chess Club in 2018.
Open to children in Years 1–6, the Chess Club meets
every Wednesday from 3–4pm in the STEAM room. The
session begins with a tutorial session from master coach,
Mr Froehlich where we learn tactics and moves that
we can later practice and perfect in our games against
each other. We have a lot of fun and it is a great way
to meet children in other year levels, as well as build
concentration and focus.
Four times a year, the St Andrews chess club members
also have the opportunity to test their skills and compete
against other schools in the Gold Coast South Chess
Tournaments. These are held every term at schools across

the southern coast and this year St Andrews Lutheran
College was fortunate enough to host Round 2. The
students involved achieved some excellent results and
displayed great sportsmanship in the process. Thank you
to everyone who attended and did our College proud.
A big thank you must also go to all of the St Andrews
Ground staff, Tuckshop staff and Office staff who
helped to make the GCS Chess Tournament a success.
We received very positive feedback from other schools’
competitors and parents about not only our College
facilities, but also the friendliness and welcoming
environment they experienced here.
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Casey West
Junior School
Sports Coordinator

Junior School Sport
CROSS COUNTRY REPORT

Congratulations to BINGING for winning the Years 4-6 Cross
Country Carnival. It was fantastic being able to combine
this event with the P-3 classes and support the Run for East
Timor event. Congratulations to our Age Champions.
HINTERLAND CROSS COUNTRY

We had over sixty students across the College represent
St Andrews at the Hinterland District Green Carnival at
Runaway Bay. Twelve of these students qualified from the
Regional Carnival. Congratulations to Callum McInnes who
was selected into the South Coast team.

AGE GROUP
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2ND PLACE

MACY
ROBINSON

SIENNA
THOMAS

REID SNIDE

JACK GRAY

ZOE NICHOLS

LILY ATKINSON

JACK MEWING

JESSE HARDING

ABBEY GIBSON

SASKIA BIRNER

FINN
BLANCHARD

ZANE
GARDINER

JADA BARKER

RUBY HANLON

CHRISTOPHER
TOMKINSON

TJ LEWIS

9 YEARS

10 YEARS

SLAPS CROSS COUNTRY

As always our St Andrews students did exceptionally well
and represented the College with pride. A huge thank you
to our Captains Jada Barker and Christopher Tomkinson
for setting a wonderful example for our younger students.
The 9 Years placed 3rd, 10 Years 2nd and 11/12 Years 4th.
Fantastic effort! Congratulations also goes to our two
medal winners, Christopher Tomkinson and Abbey Gibson.
Abbey and Christopher were awarded these medals for
their willingness to get involved and excellent performances
in the individual race and the relay.

1ST PLACE

11 YEAR

12 YEARS

Libby Wood
Head of Sport
Secondary School

Middle / Senior School Sport
"Once something is a passion, the motivation is there." Michael Schumacher
CROSS COUNTRY REPORT

Term 2‘s Cross Country Event was blessed with a
beautiful day down at Schusters Park. Attendance
was outstanding and the vibe was very positive. It was
wonderful to see so many students participating and
competing for their House.

opportunity to see one of our best share his knowledge
and passion with our students.
Congratulations to Luc Turnbull and Morgan Wagner for
taking out top male and female lifters on the day.
NORTHERN RIVERS FUTSAL

The day finished on a real high with the Inter-house
and Staff All Age Relay, battling out to see who had the
fitness. However, it was Wardjam who stole the show
with its first win in ten years.
ST ANDREWS WEIGHTLIFTING IN-HOUSE
COMPETITION

Congratulations to all students who participated in St
Andrews inaugural Olympic Weightlifting Competition
held in the College gym. Thanks to our strength and
conditioning coach, Callum Hannay who coordinated
the event and arranged a very special guest to
officiate the afternoon. Mr Brandon Wakeling a recent
Australian representative at the Commonwealth
Games not only came to officiate but also showed our
students a thing or two about lifting. It was a wonderful

Early in Term 2 our Years 7-12 Futsal teams participated
in the Northern Rivers Futsal Titles down at Byron Bay.
Our students did extremely well with the 14 and 15
boys taking out first place. This Futsal season has been
extremely successful with 8 of our 11 teams going on
to qualify for the Champion of Champions Titles to be
held in Term 3. This success can be attributed to the new
Futsal Excellence Program we have run this Semester,
with Daniel Sciacca, our Mentor Coach, providing some
extra direction and development to both staff and
students. The students have been training extremely
hard throughout the term culminating in a Futsal
Intensive Program for some of those students at the
start of the school holidays. We wish all our teams the
best of luck when they compete in the Champion of
Champions Tournament.

AGE GROUP

12 YEARS

1ST PLACE

2ND PLACE

MIA MIHELCIC

BRYLIE
EDWARDS

MATHEW MUELLER

SAM
LETHBRIDGE

HOLLY RODWAY

SCARLETT
MCMURTRY

ETHAN READ

CHARLIE
CORKE

SAOIRSE HARDING

REMY FINTER

KRIS HAYWARD

JAY GIBSON

SHELBY WALTER

KAYLA LAMING

JACK READ

DARBY SCOTT

JULIET HACKETT

ALYSSA
BAMBLING

MITCHELL
BLACKBOROUGH

BAILEY POTTER

LILY HARVIE

LUCY
TURNBULL

CALLUM MCINNES

IEUAN
WATKINS

13 YEARS

14 YEAR

15 YEARS

16 YEARS

17 YEARS

15

Musical Peter Pan Jnr
16

Cilla Scott
Head of Arts

17

18

19

Paul OakleyGrant
Music Teacher

Senior School Band The Saints on Tour
St Andrews Stage Band ‘The Saints’ took their first roadtrip over the weekend of the 1st of June returning late
Sunday evening. As with all good road-trips, we set out
mindful of the destination, a concert at Panthers in Port
Macquarie. We focused on the journey, learning more
about our colleagues, teachers, and band mates. I won’t
say there was mischief but it was fun. (It’s always the
quiet ones!!!!). The weekend was filled with music.
Bands from all around Australia, including our own,
performed to crowds everywhere. We filled the rest of
our time in music workshops culminating with an allstar concert on Saturday evening.
This weekend was really fun. We were able to hear and
play with some extremely talented bands and musicians.
The workshops were very educational, it was great to
be taught by Denis Deblasio (an amazing saxophone
player), Ross Irwin (the Cat Empire trumpet player),
Ed Wilson (a trombone player and famous composer)
as well as John Morrison (an awesome drummer)
and many other talented musicians. It was definitely
worth the amount of work and effort that we have all
collectively put in to produce this.

".....Mustang Sally, think you better slow
your mustang down..."
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YEARS 7/8/9 The da Vinci Decathlon and more...
VERY INTERESTED & VERY ABLE
We continue to seek out opportunities for students to
learn beyond the curriculum and beyond the classroom.
This term has seen Middle School students compete in
Debating, Readers Cup, da Vinci Decathlon, and prepare
for Tournament of Minds.
This term has also offered our Middle School students
opportunities to deepen service connections with the
environment, Land for Wildlife, Aged Care, teaching in
Primary School and Outdoor Education.
Two highlights include the Year 9 Personal Projects, in
which students self-directed learning opportunities into
areas they were individually most passionate and curious
about. For many Year 9s it was the chance to really extend
themselves far beyond what normal curriculum permits.
For many Year 9s it was a safe way to experiment, test
and even experience failure as a rich part of inquiry
learning.

James Nelson
Director Student
Development

The second highlight was witnessing sixteen students in
Years 7 and 8 compete in the da Vinci Decathlon. This
academic challenge beyond the classroom enriched
student experience as they developed ability to
communicate in teams, work through challenging real
life problems and scenarios. It was fantastic to watch
these young Andrians grow in their confidence as
communicators and represent the College with pride.
Second place in the Creative Writing category, again
affirming that our students are well prepared across the
curriculum to mix with some of the best in the state.
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Brendan Smith
Year 8 Coordinator

Year 8 Tyalgum Ridge Retreat Camp
Rope Climbing, Camp Outs, High Ropes, Rock Hopping, Bushwalking....
Building upon the outdoor education component of Middle
Schooling at St Andrews, Year 8 students participated in
three days of challenges and adventures at Tyalgum
Ridge Retreat in Northern NSW. The camp provided an
opportunity for students to demonstrate their talents and
skills outside of the classroom while developing their sense
of self and expanding their comfort zones.
Nestled amongst three World Heritage National Parks, the
students were involved in activities designed to explore
their personal initiative, leadership and teamwork skills
along with their emotional, mental and physical boundaries.
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One of the highlights from retreat were the clear skies for
each night of the camp out. Students were challenged to
be self sufficient and independent throughout the camp
which was located along the base of the Tweed Caldera,
one of the world’s largest known extinct volcanoes. It was
a pleasure to see both joy and fulfilment on the students
faces and in their conversations as they faced their
challenges and achieved feats over the three days that they
can be proud of.
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Christophe
Tanguy
Middle/Senior
School Teacher

YEAR 9 Googa Camp
2018 EDGE PROGRAM
Year 9 is a pivotal year in development for both boys and
girls – in fact they are on “The Edge” between Middle
School and Senior School. They are on the edge of that
stage of development that is sometimes referred to as
‘Young Adults’. It is around this stage that these young
people find that they need determination, stamina,
resilience, persistence, teamwork and self-confidence
to achieve their potential. As our young students strive
to find out who they are and why they are who they
are, we at St Andrews send them out to Googa for
an extended stay. The College, its parents and Googa
staff work to provide the students with opportunities
to find independence, recognise their strengths and
weaknesses, build relationships, inspire and be inspired.
Googa is an outdoor education program run under the
direction of the Director of Googa, Mr Brad Teakle, and
his staff. St Andrews boys and girls spent eleven days,
in winter, separately participating in a wide range of
activities designed to promote an even greater range
of benefits. Activities include living in community (cabin
and dormitory living) whereby cooking and cleaning is
performed by the students for the students, daily chores,
adventure activities (Pioneering, Team Building Tasks,
High Adventure and a 3-day Hike) and daily reflection.
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Students spend some time looking inwards to identify
growth, challenges and vision for the future through
some letter writing and personal written reflection.
Gratitude is continually raised as one of the main key
values obtained from this Outdoor Education experience.
Gratitude towards the people that they have met and
for how they were treated; gratitude for the students/
friends that walked the journey with them or gratitude
for their family and the lifestyle and opportunities they
have. Pride in accomplishment and independence is
also identified.
This Outdoor Education experience is a stepping stone
along the St Andrews journey of activities that help
promote personal and community growth. We wish to
grant this year’s Year 9 group every blessing in using
what they have experienced in the future. Continue to
challenge.
Congratulations to all Year 9 students and parents for
their willingness to engage in this year’s Googa Outdoor
Education Program.

This experience is a stepping
stone along the St Andrews
students journey...
Come to the edge, he said.
They said: W e are afraid.
Come to the edge, he said.
They came.
He pushed them and they flew.
Guillaume A pollinaire,
French Poet 1880-1918
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Liz Polentas
Middle/Senior
School Teacher / IT
Coordinator

Robotics Robocop Workshop/ Young ICT Explorers

BUSINESS AMBASSADOR PROGRAM
In May, students attended a workshop at Canterbury
College, Waterford where they exchanged ideas with
students from other schools on the best ways to approach
the obstacle course that their robots need to complete
during the upcoming RoboCup competition in July.
ELECTRONICS ELECTIVE
Students have been hard at work preparing their projects
for the Young ICT Explorers Competition which will be held
in Brisbane at University of Queensland, St. Lucia in August
2018. They are exercising skills, such as planning, critical
thinking, reasoning, creativity, and decision-making to
produce prototypes for real-world consumers. Some of the
projects entered are shown below.

Tuckshop Counter / Musical Glove/
Moneybox Entertainer
26

Terri Myles
Denise Pagura
Dr Gordon
Naidoo

YEARS 10/11 Senior School News
BUSINESS AMBASSADOR PROGRAM
A group of Year 10 Business students attended Griffith
University to explore. The topic “Power and influence:
How to get people to do what you want”.Learning how to
motivate and change people’s behaviour is a critical skill for
our development, both personally and professionally across
all careers.

preparation, presentation and the serving of a salad
suitable for a lunch meal. Menu items included Best Potato
Salad with Rocket
and Pancetta, Spinach, Feta and Black Olive Pasta Salad,
Sweet Potato and Sweet Chilli Couscous Salad and an
Italian Panzella Salad.

This workshop introduced the concepts of change
management and how we can use power and politics to
influence people’s behaviour. It gave the students the
tools and techniques, along with experience in convincing
people to do things that they really do not want to do. The
presenter was Dr Katrina Radford, from the Department of
International Business and Asian Studies.

GOLD COAST INTERSCHOOL CHESS RESULTS
23 May 2018
Kings Christian College, total 123 participants

SENIOR SCHOOL HOSPITALITY
For the first event in their two-year course of study, Year
11 Hospitality students marketed a Salad Sell to staff.
Throughout the semester, students have been developing
the practical skills required to produce products to industry
standard.
Each student was responsible for the planning,

Congratulations Year 11 on a very successful venture!

B-Division: Medal Merit Awards
Jett Crossley			
William Dower
Ben Allan			
Hayden Verschuure
Overall: St Andrews placed 2nd
Jett Crossley			
William Dower
Ben Allan			
Hayden Verschuure
A-Division: Ribbon Merit Awards
Khai Bowie			
Daniel Perry
Overall our Andrians achieved six out of a total
of ten merit awards across the whole competition.
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Peter Hennessy
Year 9
Coordinator/
Legal Studies
Teacher

Senior School Mooting Competition at Bond
							 University

BOND UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL MOOTING
COMPETITION

Again, St Andrews received an invitation to compete.

For over 30 years, Bond University has held an annual
High School Mooting Competition designed to share
Bond Law’s knowledge and skills in advocacy and oral
presentation. The competition provides students with the
opportunity to be challenged by preparing, articulating
and defending legal submissions before one or more
Judges.

Our team comprised William Dower (Counsel), Finlay
Wardrop (Counsel) and Benjamin Cheesman (Instructing
Solicitor). Our Legal Studies Teacher, Peter Hennessy, was
the team’s Mentor/Coach.

Students gain a broader understanding of the legal system
and the procedures and protocols of the courtroom. They
also have the opportunity to improve their skills in relation
to legal research, courtroom etiquette and advocacy.
A team of three students (two barristers and an instructing
solicitor) submit legal arguments to a panel of Judges in
a “moot” court situation (against an opponent school).
Competitions were held at Bond University Faculty of Law.
The competition is an “Invite Only” event limited to nearly
80 schools chosen from every State and Territory around
Australia. Many prestigious Australian schools take part.
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We were up against St Edmund’s College, Canberra,
and we were extremely confident that we had won our
legal arguments on the day. William Dower and Finlay
Wardrop bravely handled all questions from the Bench.
They brilliantly summed up our case in their allocated time
whilst our instructing solicitor, Benjamin Cheesman, was
mentioned by the Bench for his excellent teamwork in his
supporting role.
Although our team did not make it to the Finals, we
were very pleased with our solid preparation, and our
performance on the day. The students gained a tremendous
amount of legal knowledge from the experience. Well
done team!

Trent Ivett
Senior School
Teacher/ Year 10
Coordinator

Year 10 Community Projects
With Term 2 focusing on “Humanity and Justice”, the
Year 10 cohort immersed themselves in these themes
by looking to enact service. Cuban revolutionary Che
Guevara once said, “One must have a large dose of
humanity, a large dose of a sense of justice and truth
in order to avoid dogmatic extremes, cold scholasticism,
or an isolation from the masses. We must strive every
day so that this love of living humanity is transformed
into actual deeds, into acts that serve as examples, as a
moving force.”
The Year 10 LAG groups endeavoured to contribute to
this moving force of humanity through service projects
designed to empower and uplift both the students
themselves and those they would serve.
To facilitate this, we were treated to an insightful and
inspirational presentation from SALC Alumnus and
past College Captain Tia Faulkner, who shared her own
experiences with service – including her SALC Timor trip,
her own several-month journey to Africa volunteering
in the areas of education and health care, and her
current studies in nursing. Her stories of introducing

those children to the simple pleasures of hopscotch and
painting really opened the Year 10 students’ eyes to not
only how fortunate we all are, but also how easy it is for
us to make a significant difference to the lives of those
less fortunate.

10’s, who is facing hard times.

Once suitably inspired, Year 10 LAG teachers then set to
work with their groups to brainstorm ideas for service
projects, and some have already been completed!

The other LAG groups are also putting the final touches
on their plans, to transform their love of humanity into
deeds and to serve as examples – a valuable step in the
leadership journey of this cohort as they move onwards,
ever closer to becoming the leaders of the College. We
wish them well on this journey and congratulate them on
the progress that they have already made!

Dr Naidoo’s LAG group spent many hours across the term
visiting the ELC, reading to the children and playing with
them. It was a highlight of not only the ELC students’
days, but also the Year 10’s who could not wipe the
smiles off their faces!

Mr Ivett’s group have planned a visit to the St Andrews
Aged Care, and will lead and participate in activities for
the residents.

Mrs Bartel’s LAG group contributed significant donations
of both canned and pre-prepared meals for Rosies. Such
a worthwhile and generous undertaking!
Likewise, Mrs Howe’s group organised donations and
support for those in need, but on a much more personal
level, assisting a local family known to one of the Year
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Ngaire Harman
Senior School
Visual Art Teacher /
Coordinator

Art Corner
Another jam-packed term in the Visual Arts Department!
Peter Pan the Musical was a fantastic opportunity for staff
to put their talents on display and work collaboratively
with members of our College Community. A massive effort
by Mark Kennedy, Scenic Artist, combined with a scenic
art lesson from him for the Arts staff was a highlight of
the experience. Mark patiently demonstrated techniques
of scenery design and painting, as well as a few tricks of
the trade. We are really grateful for the assistance from
Mark and look forward to working with him again in the
future.
Years 8 and 9 ventured to Brisbane with Ms Scott and
Ms Barclay for the Patricia Piccinnini exhibition “Curious
Affection”. This exhibition explored ideas around our
place in a world where advances in biotechnology and
digital technologies are challenging the boundaries of
humanity. Students explored the lifelike creatures and
oversize figures with a sense of wonder and once back
at school created sculptures based on their responses to
her work.
Selected students from Year 11 Visual Art made the trek
south to the Tweed River Art Gallery in Murwillumbah
to engage in a workshop with multiple Archibald Prize
winner Lewis Miller.
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The students worked through a variety of exercises in
response to the artifacts and objects from Margaret
Olley’s house. The students enjoyed the day and loved
learning new techniques and using different media.
Years 11 and 12 Visual Artists also headed to GOMA
in Brisbane and attended Patricia Piccinnini “Curious
Affection” as part of their new body of work - Fears
and Dreams. They also attended the Creative Generation
Exhibition which is the work of Year 12 Visual Art students
from across Queensland from 2017. The students were
inspired to explore new media, expand upon their
conceptual ideas and present their work in new and
interesting ways.
As part of the 25th Anniversary Celebrations of St
Andrews Lutheran College, we are organising an Alumni
Art Exhibition - XXV. We look forward to presenting work
from ex-students and also finding out about the different
ways our alumni are working in the Visual Arts.
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